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Rule Caches in the Process Commander 

Application 





Overview 



Pegasystems’ patented Rules technology is the foundation of Process Commander BPM 

solutions, providing flexibility and agility. Rule resolution is the process used to identify 

which rules are applied to a specific business decision. Through dynamic rule selection, 

Process Commander provides flexibility that is otherwise impossible (except with the 

alternative of applying rules specified in code). 



In order to allow this powerful Rule Resolution process to occur with the required 

performance levels for enterprise-scale systems, PegaRULES has a series of caches. A 

cache contains data that has been copied out of one place and stored temporarily in 

another for easier access. In Process Commander, some caches are stored in the 

system memory (J VM), some are stored in the database, and some are stored on disk. 



Caches stored in memory include: 



• Rule cache 

• Rules Assembly cache 

• “Conclusion” cache 



Caches stored on disk in the file system include: 



• LookupList cache 

• Static Content cache 



System administrators can “tune” each of these caches (by using settings in the 

pegarules.xml file), to set each cache to the most efficient size for their particular 

application. In addition, it is possible to clear the caches, using buttons on the Monitor 

Servlet. However, clearing the caches should be done rarely – if ever – and only in 

certain specific circumstances. Clearing caches has a noticeable negative effect 

on the performance of the whole system. 





Performance “Tuning” for Caches 

There are two major areas involved in making sure a customer’s PegaRULES Process 

Commander application will run at the highest possible level of performance: design and 

tuning. 



First, the Process Commander application must be designed to be as efficient as 

possible, using all of the powerful features provided in our product. (For example, 

customers should create Declarative rules for certain of their calculations, rather than 

having to write complex activities to accomplish these computations.) For the best design 

guidelines, developers should follow the stated Guardrails and the methodology outlined in 

Designing Your Application with SmartBuild when creating their application. 
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Second, even if the Process Commander application is designed for peak efficiency, the 

customer’s system must be tuned in order to make sure that all of the system structures 

are built to the appropriate level for the customer’s configuration. 



NOTE: Although this article describes tuning a production environment, it may also be 

applied to large-scale development environments. (“Large-scale” would be a system 

where 50 to 100 developers [or more] were all developing the same Process Commander 

application. For a development environment where there are only two or three 

developers, the default cache settings should be fine.) 





System Pulse 

When PegaRULES is installed on a multi-node system, then a copy of the various caches 

are stored on each node, and each of those nodes must be updated with rule changes. 

This update process is managed by the System Pulse functionality. 



Saving a rule change (update, add, or delete) to one of the Rule tables in the database will 

fire a PegaRULES database trigger, which will then register the change in the 

pr_sys_updatescache table (in the same database). Each node records all their 

changes in this table; the types of event which are saved to this table include: 



• Cache – for any changes to the rule cache (changes to the rules) 

• Index – for Lucene changes 

• DELLC – when the lookuplist cache is deleted 

• RFDEL – for any rule-file- deletes 



Saving a rule change will also automatically invalidate the appropriate information in the 

caches on that node; however, all the other nodes in the system now have out-of-date 

information about that rule. 



Once per minute, the pulse (which is part of the standard PegaRULES agent) on each 

node wakes up (independently) and queries the pr_sys_updatescache table. The query 

retrieves records which are “not from this node” (which this node did not create), and 

which have a timestamp which falls within the window of time starting with the last pulse 

(or system startup) and now. In this way, all of the changes originating on other nodes are 

selected, and the appropriate cache entries on this node are invalidated. The next time 

one of the rules which has been invalidated is called, it will not be found in the cache, and 

the updated version of the rule will be read out of the database and be eligible for caching 

again. 
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NOTES ON MULTI-NODE SYSTEMS: 



• If one user updates a rule on one node, and then a second user views or uses that 

rule on another node before the System Pulse has run, the second user will see the 

old rule information. (By default, the System Pulse runs once a minute, so in a 

production system, this situation should not happen often.) 



• The policy for the database cache is that the database ‘owns’ the commit boundary. 

While instances are being updated, the cache always lets the database decide when 

the commit is visible to other threads. Between the time when the update is initiated 

and the update is committed, the cache instance is considered “dirty;” any other 

thread looking for that instance will get the dirty status, which will cause the database 

to be read. This means that the visibility of the data being committed is controlled by 

the database in question and its transaction isolation settings. 



• If one user makes a change to a rule that invalidates it in the cache, and another user 

makes a change that would invalidate that same rule, the second user may get a 

message stating that “the entry in the cache is already dirty.” This simply means that 

the entry in question had already been invalidated, and is not a problem with the 

system. 
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Clearing Caches 



As stated above, clearing the caches (described in the below sections) should be done 

rarely, if ever. Beginning in version 4.1, the Import Rules process was changed to include 

an automatic cache adjustment for the imported rules, so caches do not need to be 

cleared for the Import Rules process. 



For imports which use the ImportExport Servlet, the LookupList and Static Content 

Caches only must be cleared. Again, the other caches are handled by the import facility; 

no other caches should be cleared by the developer. 



When upgrading to another version (Version 4.2 Service Pack 3 to Service Pack 5, for 

example), the developer should shut down and restart the system after installing the new 

Service Pack. Shutting down, redeploying, and restarting will effectively clear all of the 

caches; the developer does not need to clear them manually. 



If there is a situation where the caches must be cleared (other than what is described in 

this document), that may indicate an issue with the product. Please call Support with a 

full description of what was being done, the problem that was seen, and how 

clearing the cache solved the problem so that this may be researched. 





Tools 

Process Commander includes a number of tools which may be used to monitor the 

system and application performance. One of the main tools is the System Console, 

which is available for users with System Administrator access (in the Monitor System for 

nodename section of the Dashboard). The System Console monitors the system and 

displays important information which will be used in this tuning process. 



In addition to the System Console, the Performance Analyzer (PAL) tracking features 

should be used to track performance. (A full explanation of PAL is beyond the scope of 

this article. For complete details, please reference the Using Performance Tools 

technology paper.) 



NOTE: PAL is designed to be used all through the development process, to highlight 

performance issues as they are introduced (instead of waiting until the end of 

development, when tracing the source of the issue has become more complex, and there 

is also less time available to consider performance-enhancing design changes). However, 

the tuning described in this article should be done after the application is 

completed – either in the pre-production testing phase, or during a pilot. 
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The Rule Cache 



The Rule cache holds data about the reads that are done from the PegaRULES database 

for rule classes. Reading information from the database is a very expensive operation, in 

terms of system time and resources; therefore, the system attempts to do this only when 

absolutely necessary. 



Whenever a Process Commander application needs information from the database, 

methods such as the following should be used: 



• Obj-Open 

• Obj-Open by Handle 

• Obj-Save 

• Obj-Delete 



For any non-rule information (such as work objects, which are descended from Work-), the 

system will bypass the cache and retrieve the information directly from the database. For 

any rule requests, the system checks the Rule Cache, to see whether this information has 

been requested before. The cache will return one of three results: 



• The data is cached here (“cache hit”) 

• The cache has registered the fact that this rule is not in the database (“not found”) 

• The cache has never been asked about this data; check the database (“cache 

miss”) 



The first time a rule is requested from the database, the cache will have no information 

about it. Therefore, it passes the request on to the database, and the system attempts to 

retrieve the information from the database. If the information is not available from the 

database, then the system records that fact in the Rule cache and returns a “rule not 

found” error to the user. (The next time that the application requires that data, the system 

finds in the cache that the data is not available in the database, and doesn’t have to go out 

to the actual database and spend the time searching it.) 



If the data is available in the database, the system will retrieve the rule and store it in the 

Rule cache, and then send the rule information back to whatever processing requested it. 

The next time that information is required, it can be retrieved from the cache without 

having to go all the way to the database for it. 



This process is illustrated in the flowchart below: 
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Process Commander 

application opens an 

instance.

Data (either the rule itself, 

or “rule not found” status) 

is stored in the cache.

Return a “not found in 

database” status from 

the cache

Return stream 

for rule from 

cache

Is information in the 

cache?

Database 

returns 

requested rule

Data (either the rule itself, 

or “rule not found” status) 

is returned to Process 

Commander for 

processing

Non-rule data 

requested 

directly from 

database

Database 

returns “rule 

not found” 

status 

YES

NO

YES

Is the rule itself in 

the cache? (“hit”)

NO

Is the rule in the 

database?

YES

NO

Is this instance a rule?

YES

NO

END







The Rule cache must be kept up-to-date with any rule changes. Therefore, for any 

changes to a rule (Obj-Save or Obj-Delete), the caching process is a bit different. For 

those methods, the system will check the cache for any rule related to the changed rule 
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and invalidate those entries, so that subsequent requests for this rule will go to the 

database and get the updated rule information (rather than getting the outdated 

information from the cache). The system will then save or delete the rule data to the 

database. 



An additional efficiency was added to the Rule cache system. There are some rules 

which may only be used once – for starting up the system, for example, or for logging in 

one user. Caching these rules would waste time and cache space (because they won’t be 

used again). Therefore, the system keeps track of how many times a rule is requested; 

rules do not get recorded in the cache until they have been accessed a minimum of three 

times. Entries that are in this “limbo” state are considered on probation, and act much like 

invalidated entries – they continue to cause a database read to get the data until they have 

been requested three times. 





Tuning the Rule Cache 

After the application has been created, the developer should determine the appropriate 

size for the Rule cache. Every system is different in how it accesses rules from the 

database

1

. The developer should start up the Process Commander application, and run 

the system for an hour or so. During this time, they should exercise all the important parts 

of the application – create and resolve all the different types of work objects, run reports 

that might be used frequently, make sure any defined agent processing has occurred and 

that all required service and connect rules have been used, and any other processing that 

will occur in normal use. (NOTE: It is especially important to go through everything at 

least once, to make sure that all the rules used have been Rules Assembled the first time 

they are called.) The developer should keep track of all the functions that were run. 



After the developer is certain that the system has exercised all of the main-line rules, they 

should clear the Rule cache. From the System Console, highlight the Rule Cache 

Summary page. Click on the ClearCache button to clear the database cache. 











1

Note that not every rule access is to the database or cache. The Rules Assembly 

process will generally access the rules that it converts to J ava only once in order to do the 

assembly – after that, accessing that rule will directly execute the generated J ava code. 

Se the section below on the Rules Assembly Process. 
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After the cache has been cleared, the developer should go back into the system and 

exercise all the important parts of the application again (as had been done before). After 

the system has run for another hour or so, and everything has been run at least once (and 

preferably several times), the developer should go back into the Rule Cache Summary 

page and look at the Database Cache Summary statistics, especially the Instances 

Now reading. 











Instances Now is the approximate size of the rule cache required for the database. 

(NOTE: This includes a count of probationary items.) 





Rule Cache Settings 

Once the appropriate size of the Rules cache has been determined, settings should be 

added to the pegarules.xml file (or changed, if they already exist). In the cache node, 

change the instancecountlimit setting to be 1 ½ to 2X the value of Instances Now. (In 

the example above, Instances Now =1279 rules; the instancecountlimit could be set to 

between 1900 and 2600.) 



<node name="cache">

<map>

<ent r y key="i nst ancecount l i mi t " val ue="2500" / >

</ map>

</ node>



All nodes in a multi-node system should be given the same settings, unless the system is 

designed with “specialized” nodes that will handle specific processing (such as processing 

for services or agents only). Each of these specialized nodes should also go through the 

above tuning procedure, to tune them separately. 



Apart from the above tuning procedure, the only time to clear this cache is if a problem 

happens with the system pulse in a multi-node system, and the caches on each node are 

in an unknown state. Clearing the Rule cache at that point will invalidate all the entries in 

all the caches, so that (after the system pulse is repaired) all the data that is cached is up-

to-date. 



Otherwise, all that clearing the Rule cache will do is slow the system down. This cache 

was created to provide efficiency in rule lookup; clearing the cache means that all that 

cached information will have to be rebuilt, and will provide no other benefit. 
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Rule Assembly Cache 

Background – the Rules Assembly Process 

Rules Assembly is the process whereby all of the rules which are run by the Process 

Commander system are generated into J ava code for the system to execute. Since Rules 

Assembly is an expensive process (in terms of system resources), the process has been 

broken down into several steps to maximize performance and efficiency. 



When the system calls a rule to be run, if that rule was never executed, the Rules 

Assembly process must: 



• assemble the rule, including all the other rules required (for example, if this is an 

activity rule, it may call other rules) 

• generate the J ava code for the rule 

• compile the code 

• load and execute the resulting class file 



Of these steps, the code compilation is the most expensive. Therefore, several Rules 

caches have been added to try to minimize J ava code generation and compilation. 



During Rules Assembly, one of the key factors is the user’s RuleSet List, as that controls 

which rules the user may see. Two users with different RuleSet Lists may call the same 

named rule, but due to their different Lists, the rules selected and the code ultimately 

generated may be quite different. Similarly, it is possible for two users with different-yet-

related RuleSet Lists to call for the same named rule; because the rules are defined 

entirely in the RuleSets they have in common, the generated class is exactly the same. 

Due to these factors, a cache structure is maintained in memory, keyed by a combination 

of the RuleSet List and Rule Name (its purpose) that maintains a reference to the 

generated class file’s loaded instance. 



A further refinement of this setup handles the case of developers (users who have 

checkout rights) who may have the same RuleSet Lists, but will have a unique personal 

RuleSet in their RuleSet Lists, as those are specific to each user. Some users who have 

access to check out rules may be running a different set of rules (based on what is in their 

personal RuleSet List); therefore, the rule execution is again different. The Rules 

Assembly cache tracks these entries in two separate lists: Global and Personal. 



Thus, the full process for executing a rule is as follows: 



1. The user calls a rule. 



2. Rule Resolution occurs, to determine what rule should actually be run. 



3. The rule is searched for in the Personal Cache. If found, that code is executed. 



4. If not found, the source code for this Rule’s J ava class is assembled but not compiled 

to generate the J ava class name, which is used to check whether this code is in the Global 

Cache. If found, that reference is copied to the personal cache and the code is executed. 



5. If the reference is not found, then the class name is used to check whether this code 

has been stored on disk as a .class file. If found, the code is loaded by the J ava 
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classloader and executed (the Rules Assembled source code is discarded, as it is still far 

more efficient to assemble and discard than it is to compile). 



6. If the .class file is not found, the Rule’s generated source code is compiled, stored in 

the caches (and on disk), loaded via the J ava classloader and executed. 





Cache Functionality 

The Global and the Personal Caches are thus integral to system performance, since if 

they weren’t there, Rules Assembly and J ava code generation and compilation would 

have to occur over and over every time a rule is used. Since one interaction with the 

server – such as opening a work item – could run thousands of rules, making sure Rules 

Assembly is as efficient as possible is vital. 











In the System Console, in the Class Loader Status page, it is possible to invalidate all 

classes in the Rules Assembly cache, and also to reload them all. In the normal course of 

business, it should never be necessary to do this. Clicking Invalidate All will unload 

everything - the generated J ava code (forcing it to be regenerated and recompiled), the 

Rule-Utility-Library rules, any third-party .jar or class files which were referenced in rules. 

This will be a noticeable performance hit, and should never be required. 



Clicking ReloadAll will reload into the system all the classes; this will take quite a while, 

but should get the system back to the prior performance level, as it regenerates all the 

classes at once. 



The size of the Global and Personal caches may be changed by the customer. The 

optimal size for each cache will vary based on the customer’s application and rules use, 

and should be tuned by the application developer for maximum performance efficiency. 



If a cache is too large, then everything gets cached, even if the rules are used only rarely. 

This will take up a lot of memory in the system (as well as space on the disk), and doesn’t 

always provide any benefit. 
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However, more importantly, if the caches are too small, then the system begins to “thrash.” 

If the limit on the cache is set to (for example) 1000 rules, and the opening of a work item 

takes 2000 rules, then what happens is that Rules Assembly will occur for the first 1000 

rules used in this process (as it should). This information is cached. Then the next 1000 

rules are also Rule-Assembled, and they are cached; as assembly continues, the first 

1000 are invalidated to make room in the cache for the next 1000. The next time 

someone tries to open a work item, the first 1000 rules must be re-Rules-Assembled (as 

they were invalidated), and then cached, invalidating the old rules there; then the second 

1000 rules are again Rules-Assembled (as they were just invalidated), and re-cached. 

The system spends all its time redoing Rules Assembly and J ava code generation and 

compilation, which results in extremely poor performance. 





Tuning the Rules Assembly Cache 

Using PAL 

After the application is completed, the developer should take PAL readings while creating 

one of each type of work object in the application. The first time each type of work object 

is created, Rules Assembly will occur. Rules Assembly is the process of generating and 

compiling J ava code for each of the rules used in the work object processing; this J ava 

code is generated once, and then stored on disk for future use. 



Because Rules Assembly has a big impact on performance and execution times, 

Pegasystems recommends that all performance evaluations are done in two passes – a 

first pass to assemble all of the rules into J ava, and a second which is the actual 

measurement run. 



When taking PAL readings on the second run-through, the developer should see time 

spent in the following PAL counters: 



• Elapsed time performing Rule assembly 

• Elapsed time compiling Rules 

• CPU time performing Rule assembly 

• CPU time compiling Rules 
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The Rule assembly counts track the amount of time spent generating the J ava source 

code for the rules used in the work object. This is a moderately expensive process, which 

the system seeks to avoid repeating (when possible). 



The compiling Rules counts track the amount of time required for the rule source 

(generated in Rule assembly) to be compiled by a J ava compiler and loaded into memory. 

This is a very expensive process, which the system seeks to avoid repeating as much as 

possible. 



Once the rules have been generated the first time, these counters should be zero for 

subsequent readings during the creation of additional work objects. If Rule Assembly 

continues to occur, this may point to a tuning issue with the Rules Assembly 

structures. 



NOTE: Following our “Build for Change” philosophy, if any rules are changed in the 

system, they would automatically be regenerated and recompiled as needed (and the 

above counts would reflect these actions). 





Using the System Console 

Another pointer may be found in the System Console data. In the Classloader Status 

page, check the Class Summary section: 











This section shows how many classes are currently stored in the system, and how many 

have been invalidated. If the same number of classes is invalidated every time a work 

object is created, that indicates that the “working set” of the rules required to implement 
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the application processing has grown to be larger than the default structures provided by 

Rules Assembly. 



Note that in the above example, the system has a Current list of 528 classes in the cache, 

and 12,892 classes have been Invalidated. This is an indication that the “working set” for 

Rules Assembly is too small. There should always be some invalidated classes, but if the 

number of invalid classes is several orders of magnitude larger than the current cached 

classes, that is a real problem. This will also cause Rules Assembly to reoccur (continuing 

to have readings in the Rule assemblies and Rules Compiled PAL counters). 



To determine what would be an appropriate size for the customer cache, begin by 

determining how many unique RuleSet Lists are being used in the system. This may be 

found by using the Rule Resolution cache report (again, from the System Console). 



NOTE: These steps should be followed after the system has been used in production for 

some time, so there is enough data about the system to give a correct picture of the 

situation. 



On the Rule Cache Summary page, click on Generate CSV Report under Rule 

resolution cache report. 











The link Download CSV Report will be displayed after the button has been clicked. Click 

on this link to download the report to the local PC, and then open the report using Excel. 

(The report will have a name like “RuleResCacheReport-1143041076112.csv”.) 
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The third column is the RuleSet List column. Expand the columns a little (for easier 

viewing), and then sort the spreadsheet on this column. There may be thousands of 

entries in this spreadsheet, but once sorted, for the purposes of determining unique 

RuleSet Lists, delete all the duplicates, so that only one of each RuleSet List is left; then 

count those. In a production system, there probably should be less than 100 unique 

RuleSet Lists, depending upon the customer’s application setup. 



Important: If there are a great many unique RuleSet Lists (i.e., over 100) with a 

production system, then there may be another problem with the users’ setup. In the 

Operator ID record for each user, on the Security tab, there is a field in the Profile section 

called Allow Rule Check Out. 
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This field controls whether the user has access to check out rules to change them. No 

end user should have access to change rules in the system. 



For each user who has Allow rule check out? checked, a unique RuleSet List will be 

generated, which includes a personal RuleSet for that user (to hold checked-out rules). 

Checking this box for users who will not be checking out rules causes the system to create 

unnecessary structures and do unnecessary checking during rule processing. Developers 

should verify that only users who will be changing rules in the system should have this box 

checked on their Operator ID. 



Another cause of too many unique RuleSet Lists might be users with the same RuleSet 

Lists, but in different order. For example, users in one Access Group might have the 

following Production RuleSets: 



AcmeDev:01-03 

AcmeEngineering:02-01 

AcmeBASE:01-01 



Users in a different access group might have: 



AcmeEngineering:02-01 

AcmeDev:01-03 

AcmeBASE:01-01 



Although the users in both of these Access Groups are doing similar work and have 

similar access, and could use the same Access Group, the fact that they are in separate 

Access Groups with RuleSets in a different order will cause unnecessary unique RuleSet 

Lists in the system

2

. 



After determining how many unique RuleSet Lists are being used in the system, determine 

how many unique rules have been cached, by looking at the Rules Assembly Cache 

Summary, which will display the number of cache entries. 







2

Ruleset Lists in different orders can also be a source of many seemingly random, hard-

to-track-down bugs in the system. The selection of what rules are used is dramatically 

affected by the order of the RuleSets. 
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Multiply this number by the number of unique RuleSet Lists, in order to estimate how large 

the cache size should be. For example, if the customer has 25 unique RuleSet Lists, and 

there are 1,000 unique rules being used, then the cache should be set to hold 25,000 

rules. 





Rules Assembly Settings 

Once the appropriate size of the Rules Assembly cache has been determined, settings 

should be added to the pegarules.xml file (or changed, if they already exist). In the fua 

node, change the instancecountlimit setting in both the global and personal subnodes: 





<node name="f ua">

<node name="gl obal ">

<map>

<ent r y key="i nst ancecount l i mi t " val ue="20000" / >

</ map>

</ node>

<node name="per sonal ">

<map>

<ent r y key="i nst ancecount l i mi t " val ue="20000" / >

</ map>

</ node>

</ node>



The value for both of these entries should start with the value that was calculated from the 

unique RuleSet Lists and the Number of Cache Entries. After obtaining the beginning 

value, the developer should monitor the system and if too many classes are being 

invalidated, run through the above process again and tweak the instancecountlimit values. 
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Dictionary Caches 



The Dictionary Caches store class and property information. 



In the Logging & Tracing section of the System Console, find the Dictionary Cache 

section. 



The following buttons are available: 



• Property Definition Cache Report 

• Clear Property Definition Cache 

• Conclusion Cache in Memory Report 

• Clear Conclusion Cache in Memory 

• Conclusion Cache in Database Report 

• Clear Conclusion Cache in Database and Memory 











“Conclusion” Cache 

A conclusion is an instance of a J ava object (resulting from the Rules Assembly process) 

that was generated, instantiated, and then persisted to the database for future use. The 

unique feature of conclusions that differentiate them from “normal” J ava object persistence 

is that these classes also rebuild themselves in response to rule changes (just like all other 

types of rules). The benefit of conclusions is that they group a number of similar rules, and 

digest the information down to the minimum amount required at runtime. 



For example, the Field Value Conclusions will group all the Field Values present for one 

Field Value name – it will group the “Add Attachments” Field Value from Pega-ProCom, 

and from Pega-ProCom_de, and Pega-ProCom_fr, and Pega-ProCom_es, etc – a single 

instance of a common set of data. For localization, if there are two Field Values with the 

same key name (in the Field Value field - example: “Add Item”) defined on different 

“grouping properties” (the Field Name – examples: “pyButtonLabel,” “pyMessageLabel”), 

then those Field Values are also grouped together in one Conclusion. 
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For each Field Value, there is a lot of extraneous information that the system does not 

require at runtime – the history of the Field Value, who created the rule, the date/time it 

was created, the last time it was updated, etc. The Conclusion just holds the runtime data 

(the key values, the RuleSet and Version, etc.) When the “Add Attachments” Field Value 

is required, the system will first check to see if this data is in memory in the Conclusion 

cache. If not, the system will retrieve the required information from the database, and then 

cache it as a Conclusion. 



NOTE: If data is in the Conclusion cache, it will not be stored in other caches, such as the 

Rule Cache or the Rules Assembly Cache. 



Unlike other caches, the Conclusion data is also stored in the database, as an instance of 

the System-Conclusion class. Although retrieving information from the database is 

expensive, retrieving a Conclusion is less expensive, as it is a grouping of other rules. 

Only one database read is required, versus multiple reads if the rules in the Conclusion 

were read individually. 



If any of the rules in a Conclusion grouping are changed, then the cache is cleared for that 

Conclusion, and the new conclusion with the new data is saved into the System-

Conclusion class. 



The Conclusion cache stores several different types of data: 





Data type Information Stored in Conclusion Cache 



Property 



the runtime information required for properties (examples: Class, 

Name, RuleSet, Key, Entry Code, Edit Validate, Is Blocked, Is 

Lightweight, StreamName, Table Option) 



Property Alias 



the runtime information required for instances of Rule-Obj-

Property-Alias (examples: Name, Version, Create Date) 



Class 



the runtime information required for instances of Rule-Obj-Class 

(includes the properties of that class, which vary from class to 

class) 



Field Value 



the runtime information required for instances of Rule-Obj-

FieldValue (examples: “applies to” class, Field Name, Field Value, 

RuleSet, Key, IsBlocked, Localized Value) 





To view this data, run the Conclusion Cache reports (either in Memory or in Database). 



The Conclusion caches should rarely, if ever, need to be cleared. Clearing these caches 

will have an enormous negative impact on system performance until they have been 

rebuilt. The only time they should be cleared is if the system doesn’t seem to be updating 

these caches correctly: If a property which was just defined on a page can’t be resolved 

when running an activity, and an error is displayed stating that the system can’t find the 

property even though the rule was created, that might be an issue with the Conclusion 

cache. Do not clear this cache unnecessarily. 
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Property Definition Cache 

The Property Definition cache is a cache of all the Rule-Obj-Property instances used by 

the system. As properties are looked up with great frequency, this cache is needed for 

further system efficiencies. 



NOTE: This cache is different from the Property data in the Conclusion cache (above). 

The Conclusion cache contains aggregated filtered data about the properties, defined by 

name. The Definition Cache contains a complete definition about specific property 

instances. 





Static Content Cache 

In PegaRULES, static content files contain information presented to users which doesn’t 

need to be constantly processed, such as form images or help files (example: the login 

“splash” screen, which will not be affected by changes to rules or to work items). In 

PegaRULES Process Commander, the main Rules which contain static content are: 



• Rule-File-Binary 

• Rule-File-Form 

• Rule-File-Text 



As they are requested, these rules are read from the database using the Rule Resolution 

process, and the files are cached to the server file system (not into memory). Since these 

files don’t change rapidly and are expensive to read from the database, they can persist in 

the file system through system shutdown and startup, and be retrieved as a file, rather 

than spending the resources to constantly retrieve the data from the database. 



The static content data is actually cached in two places: 



• on the client (each user’s PC) 

• on the server 





Static Content Cached on the Client 

This content is standard browser caching. Whenever a user requests static content (Rule-

File- forms, Help forms, and other static content in the WAR file), that information will be 

cached in the browser on the client side. It is possible to set an expiration tag on this 

information, which will tell the browser to look first in its cache for data before asking the 

server again. Looking locally before sending a request across the network causes less 

traffic between the browser and the server, and gives better system performance; 

however, caching static content locally will reduce the ability of the system to reflect 

updates to static content instantly. 



An expiration tag is a date (which essentially tells the browser, “don’t ask me about this file 

until date”). This tag is set by PegaRULES, and by default is always 24 hours after the 

initial request for that form by that browser (client setup). Thus, if no other settings change 

the tag, the cached data will expire 24 hours from the initial request, and the next time that 

content is required, the system will automatically request it directly from the server again. 
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It is possible to override the 24-hour default setting by using the DefaultCachingTimeout 

setting in the Initialization section of the pegarules.xml file. The DefaultCachingTimeout 

holds the time, in seconds, that the system will use the cached data on the client machine. 



<node name=“Initialization”> 

<map>

<ent r y key=”DefaultCachingTimeout” val ue=”43200”/ >

</ map>

</ node>



Note that the user is always free to force a re-request of the file from the server by 

pressing the REFRESH button in the browser, which will bypass the caching setting and 

get the file. 



NOTES: 



• In Internet Explorer, using F5 will not force a refresh of J avascript files. In order to 

get these files refreshed, it is necessary to go into the Tools/Internet 

Options/Delete Files and check the “Delete All Offline Content” check box as well. 



• If there is a change to one of the Rule-File- forms or other static content during 

the time before expiration, the user will not be automatically signaled to press the 

Refresh button, and may not see the change until the default time has expired, or 

the user clears their cache. 





Static Content Cached on the Server 

As with the Rules Assembly data, the Static Content files are differentiated based on 

users’ RuleSets and whether the user has a Personal RuleSet List. The files are stored in 

the following directory structures, with directory names which are a hashname based on 

the user’s RuleSet List. 



contextroot\ webwb 

contextroot\ r ul e_cache\ webwb\ RuleSethashname 

contextroot\ r ul e_cache\ webwb\ RuleSethashname\ PersonalRuleSethashn

ame 



The main RuleSet directory is for users without Personal RuleSet Lists. Since the users of 

most enterprise installations should use the same RuleSet List groupings (possibly 

differentiated only by their personal checkout RuleSet), there should be a limited number 

of these subdirectories. 



exampl e: pr web\ r ul e_cache\ webwb\ f 63b7f 831c773698125a50d5a4f e551a 



For each user using a personal RuleSet List, the second directory 

(\rule_cache\webwb\RuleSethashname\PersonalRuleSethashname) is created under the 

above directory, to hold their Personal RuleSet. 



exampl e: 

pr web\ r ul e_cache\ webwb\ f 63b7f 831c773698125a50d5a4f e551a\ 

bbc338b9a51f 437b817ef 3d9890ddcc4 



Thus, there may only be a few RuleSethashname directories, but there may be hundreds 

of user Personal RuleSet directories under each main RuleSet directory. This structure is 
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important to minimize the number of copies of files that coexist on disk in different 

directories. The only items that show up in the personal RuleSet directories are static 

content files that have been checked out for each user. 





The Process 

The first time information from a static file is requested, the system searches the directory 

structure for the requested rule, in the following order: 



• Personal RuleSet subdirectories 

(\rule_cache\webwb\RuleSethashname\PersonalRuleSethashname) 

• RuleSet List directories (\rule_cache\webwb\RuleSethashname) 

• the WebWB directory 



(NOTE: J ust as the Rules in the personal RuleSet override the Rules in the main 

RuleSets, so the static content in the Personal subdirectory overrides the static files in the 

main subdirectory.) 



If the requested file is not found on disk, the system will then go to the database and 

retrieve the information from there; the content will be returned to the user, and then the 

file is written to the disk in the appropriate subdirectory: 



• If the Rule that is found is not checked out by the user, it is saved in the RuleSet 

List directory. 

• If the Rule that is found is checked out (the RuleSet List of the Rule contains a 

“@”), it is saved in the user’s Personal RuleSet List subdirectory in the 

appropriate RuleSet List directory. 



If a user is changing the static information, when the item is checked out for editing, a copy 

is written to the user’s personal RuleSet directory. After the changes are made, the Rule 

is checked in again. During the checkin process, the changes are written to the database, 

and then all instances of that Rule throughout the rule_cache directory structure are 

deleted. This step prevents stale data from being displayed to any user - the next time 

someone requests this static information, no cached file will be found, so the system will 

retrieve the updated information from the database. 



From the System Console, the Rule Cache Summary page shows information about the 

Static Content caching. 
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The statistics show how many of the static content images have been cached (“satisfied 

from file system”). The report at the bottom of this page shows where on disk the images 

have been stored. 



As with the other caches, the static content cache should have to be cleared rarely, if ever. 

The only known time when this cache must be cleared is if the ImportExport Servlet is 

used to import rules into the system. The consequences of clearing the cache is that the 

system must check all the caches before going to the database, and then cache 

everything again, which will slow performance until the caches are rebuilt. 
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LookupList Cache 



LookupLists contain information that displays in dropdown boxes in Process Commander. 

These are items (such as the SmartPrompts) which are built on a complex query that 

takes a long time to run (perhaps more than two seconds). Since this information is so 

expensive to produce, it is cached to improve performance. 



The LookupList cache is stored similarly to the Static Content Cache, in the file system. 

Files are put in the contextroot/webwb/llc directory, and grouped by classname. 



Example: 



pr web/ webwb/ l l c/ Rul e- Obj - Fi el dval ue 

pr web/ webwb/ l l c/ Rul e- HTML- Har ness 



The first time a LookupList is requested, the system searches the directory structure for 

the requested rule, in appropriate class subdirectory under LLC. If the file is present, it will 

be returned. 



If the file is not already cached, the system will load the file from the database, and also 

write the file to the LookupList cache on disk. 



Again, the LookupList cache should have to be cleared rarely, if ever. If something that is 

done that modifies rules outside normal processing, such as importing rules using the 

PRImpExpServlet, then the cache must be cleared to pick up the new data. Also, if there 

was a problem with the system pulse, and data was not correctly propagated to the other 

nodes in the system, the LookupList Cache should be cleared (along with various other 

caches). 



The consequences of clearing the cache is that the system must check the cache before 

going to the database, and then cache everything again, which will slow performance until 

the caches are rebuilt. 
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